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A P P L I E D  S C I E N C E S  A N D  E N G I N E E R I N G

Protecting quantum entanglement from leakage 
and qubit errors via repetitive parity measurements
C. C. Bultink1,2, T. E. O’Brien3, R. Vollmer1,2, N. Muthusubramanian1,2, M. W. Beekman1,2,4, 
M. A. Rol1,2, X. Fu1, B. Tarasinski1,2, V. Ostroukh1,2, B. Varbanov1,2, A. Bruno1,2, L. DiCarlo1,2*

Protecting quantum information from errors is essential for large-scale quantum computation. Quantum error 
correction (QEC) encodes information in entangled states of many qubits and performs parity measurements to 
identify errors without destroying the encoded information. However, traditional QEC cannot handle leakage 
from the qubit computational space. Leakage affects leading experimental platforms, based on trapped ions and 
superconducting circuits, which use effective qubits within many-level physical systems. We investigate how 
two-transmon entangled states evolve under repeated parity measurements and demonstrate the use of hidden 
Markov models to detect leakage using only the record of parity measurement outcomes required for QEC. We 
show the stabilization of Bell states over up to 26 parity measurements by mitigating leakage using postselection 
and correcting qubit errors using Pauli-frame transformations. Our leakage identification method is computation-
ally efficient and thus compatible with real-time leakage tracking and correction in larger quantum processors.

INTRODUCTION
Large-scale quantum information processing hinges on overcoming 
errors from environmental noise and imperfect quantum operations. 
Fortunately, the theory of quantum error correction (QEC) predicts 
that the coherence of single degrees of freedom (logical qubits) can 
be better preserved by encoding them in ever-larger quantum systems 
(Hilbert spaces), provided the error rate of the constituent elements 
lies below a fault-tolerance threshold (1). Experimental platforms 
based on trapped ions and superconducting circuits have achieved 
error rates in single-qubit (SQ) gates (2–4), two-qubit gates (2, 4, 5), 
and qubit measurements (3, 6–8) at or below the threshold for pop-
ular QEC schemes such as surface (9, 10) and color codes (11). They 
therefore seem well poised for the experimental pursuit of quantum 
fault tolerance. However, a central assumption of textbook QEC that 
error processes can be discretized into bit flips (X), phase flips (Z), or 
their combination (Y = iXZ) only is difficult to satisfy experimentally. 
This is due to the prevalent use of many-level systems as effective 
qubits, such as hyperfine levels in ions and weakly anharmonic trans-
mons in superconducting circuits, making leakage from the two- 
dimensional computational space of effective qubits a threatening error 
source. In quantum dots and trapped ions, leakage events can be as 
frequent as qubit errors (12, 13). However, even when leakage is less 
frequent than qubit errors as in superconducting circuits (2, 5), if ig-
nored, then leakage can produce the dominant damage to encoded 
logical information. To address this, theoretical studies propose tech-
niques to reduce the effect of leakage by periodically moving logical 
information and removing leakage when qubits are free of logical in-
formation (14–17). Alternatively, more hardware-specific solutions 
have been proposed for trapped ions (18) and quantum dots (19). In 
superconducting circuits, recent experiments have demonstrated 
single- and multiround parity measurements to correct qubit errors 
with up to nine physical qubits (20–28). Parallel approaches encoding 

information in the Hilbert space of single resonators using cat (29) 
and binomial codes (30) used transmon-based photon parity checks 
to approach the breakeven point for a quantum memory. However, 
no experiment has demonstrated the ability to detect and mitigate 
leakage in a QEC context.

Here, we experimentally investigate leakage detection and mitiga-
tion in a minimal QEC system. Specifically, we protect an entangled 
state of two transmon data qubits (QDH and QDL) from qubit errors 
and leakage during up to 26 rounds of parity measurements via an 
ancilla transmon (QA). Performing these parity checks in the Z basis 
protects the state from X errors, while interleaving checks in the 
Z and X bases protects it from general qubit errors (X, Y, and Z). Leak-
age manifests itself as a round-dependent degradation of data-qubit 
correlations ideally stabilized by the parity checks: 〈Z ⊗ Z〉 in the first 
case and 〈X ⊗ X〉, 〈Y ⊗ Y〉, and 〈Z ⊗ Z〉 in the second. We introduce 
hidden Markov models (HMMs) to efficiently detect data-qubit and 
ancilla leakage, using only the string of parity outcomes, demonstrat-
ing restoration of the relevant correlations. Although we use postse-
lection here, the low technical overhead of HMMs makes them ideal 
for real-time leakage correction in larger QEC codes.

RESULTS
A minimal QEC setup
Repetitive parity checks can produce and stabilize two-qubit entan-
glement. For example, performing a Z ⊗ Z parity measurement 
(henceforth a ZZ check) on two data qubits prepared in the unentan-
gled state ∣++〉 = (∣0〉 + ∣1〉) ⊗ (∣0〉 + ∣1〉) /2 will ideally project them 
to either of the two (entangled) Bell states  ∣    +  〉 = (∣00〉 +∣11〉 ) /  √ 

_
 2    

or  ∣    +  〉 = (∣01〉 + ∣10〉 ) /  √ 
_

 2   , as signaled by the ancilla measurement 
outcome MA. Subsequent ZZ checks will ideally leave the entangled 
state unchanged. However, qubit errors will alter the state in ways 
that may or may not be detectable and/or correctable. For instance, a 
bit-flip (X) error on either data qubit, which transforms ∣+〉 into 
∣+〉, will be detected because X anticommutes with a ZZ check. The 
corruption can be corrected by applying a bit flip on either data qubit 
because this cancels the original error (X2 = I) or completes the operation 
X ⊗ X, of which ∣+〉 and ∣+〉 are both eigenstates. The correction can 
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be applied in real time using feedback (20, 21, 28, 31) or kept track 
of using Pauli frame updating (PFU) (24, 32). We choose the latter, 
with PFU strategy “X on QDH.” Phase-flip errors are not detectable 
since Z on either data qubit commutes with a ZZ check. These er-
rors transform ∣+〉 into  ∣    −  〉 = (∣00〉 − ∣11〉 ) /  √ 

_
 2    and ∣+〉 into  ∣    −  〉 =  

(∣01〉 − ∣10〉 ) /  √ 
_

 2   . Last, Y errors produce the same signature as X er-
rors. Our PFU strategy above converts them into Z errors. Crucial-
ly, by interleaving checks of type ZZ and XX (measuring X ⊗ X), 
arbitrary qubit errors can be detected and corrected. The ZZ check 
will signal either X or Y error, and the XX check will signal Z or Y, 
providing a unique signature in combination.

Generating entanglement by measurement
Our parity check is an indirect quantum measurement involving 
coherent interactions of the data qubits with QA and subsequent QA 
measurement (Fig. 1A) (33). The coherent step maps the data-qubit 
parity onto QA in 120 ns using SQ and two-qubit controlled-phase 
(CZ) gates (5). Gate characterizations (see the Supplementary Ma-
terials) indicate state-of-the-art gate errors eSQ = {0.08 ± 0.02,0.14 ± 
0.016,0.21 ± 0.06}% and eCZ = {1.4 ± 0.6,0.9 ± 0.16}% with leakage 
per CZ L1 = {0.27 ± 0.12,0.15 ± 0.07}%. We measure QA with a 620-ns 
pulse including photon depletion (7, 34), achieving an assignment 
error ea = 1.0 ± 0.1%. We avoid data-qubit dephasing during the QA 
measurement by coupling each qubit to a dedicated readout resona-
tor (RR) and a dedicated Purcell resonator (PR) (fig. S1) (8). The 
parity check has a cycle time of 740 ns, corresponding to only 2.5 ± 
0.2% and 5.0 ± 0.3% of the data-qubit echo dephasing times (see the 
Supplementary Materials).

The parity measurement performance can be quantified by cor-
relating its outcome with input and output states. We first quantify 
the ability to distinguish even-parity (∣00〉, ∣11〉) from odd-parity 

(∣01〉, ∣10〉) data-qubit input states, finding an average parity assign-
ment error ea,ZZ = 5.1 ± 0.2%. Second, we assess the ability to project 
onto the Bell states by performing a ZZ check on ∣++〉 and recon-
structing the most likely physical data-qubit output density matrix , 
conditioning on MA = ±1. When tomographic measurements are 
performed simultaneously with the QA measurement, we find Bell-
state fidelities F∣+〉∣MA=+1 = 〈+∣MA=+1∣+〉 = 94.7 ± 1.9% and 
F∣+〉∣MA=−1 = 94.5 ± 2.5% (Fig. 1, C and D). We connect ∣+〉 to ∣+〉 by 
incorporating the PFU into the tomographic analysis, obtaining 
F∣+〉 = 94.6 ± 0.9% without any postselection (Fig. 1E). The non-
demolition character of the ZZ check is then validated by performing 
tomography only once the QA measurement completes. We include 
an echo pulse on both data qubits during the QA measurement to 
reduce intrinsic decoherence and negate residual coupling between 
data qubits and QA (fig. S3). The degradation to F∣+〉 = 91.8 ± 0.5% is 
consistent with intrinsic data-qubit decoherence under echo and 
confirms that measurement-induced errors are minimal.

Protecting entanglement from bit flips and the observation 
of leakage
QEC stipulates repeated parity measurements on entangled states. 
We therefore study the evolution of F∣+〉 = (1 + 〈X ⊗ X〉 − 〈Y ⊗ Y〉 + 
〈Z ⊗ Z〉)/4 and its constituent correlations as a function of the num-
ber M of checks (Fig. 2A). When performing PFU using the first ZZ 
outcome only (ignoring subsequent outcomes), we observe that F∣+〉 
witnesses entanglement (>0.5) during 10 rounds and approaches 
randomization (0.25) by M = 25 (Fig. 2B). The constituent correla-
tions also decay with simple exponential forms. A best fit of the form 
〈Z ⊗ Z〉[M] = a · e−M/υ

ZZ + b gives a decay time υZZ = 9.0 ± 0.9 rounds; 
similarly, we extract υXX = 11.7 ± 1.0 rounds (Fig. 2, C and D). By 
comparison, we observe that Bell states evolving under dynamical 
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Fig. 1. Entanglement genesis by ZZ parity measurement and Pauli frame update. (A) Quantum circuit for a parity measurement of the data qubits via coherent op-
erations with ancilla QA and QA measurement. Tomography reconstructs the data-qubit output density matrix (). Echo pulses (orange) are applied halfway the QA mea-
surement when performing tomography sequential to the QA measurement. (B) Bloch sphere representation of the even-parity subspace with a marker on ∣+⟩. (C to 
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decoupling only (no ZZ checks; see fig. S4) decay similarly (υZZ = 
8.6 ± 0.3, υXX = 12.8 ± 0.4 rounds). These similarities indicate that 
intrinsic data-qubit decoherence is also the dominant error source 
in this multiround protocol.

To demonstrate the ability to detect X and Y but not Z errors, we 
condition the tomography on signaling no errors during M rounds. 
This boosts 〈Z ⊗ Z〉 to a constant, while the undetectability of Z 
errors only allows slowing the decay of 〈X ⊗ X〉 to υXX = 33.2 ± 
1.7 rounds (and of 〈Y ⊗ Y〉 to υYY = 31.3 ± 1.9 rounds). Naturally, this 
conditioning comes at the cost of the postselected fraction fpost re-
ducing with M (fig. S5).

Moving from error detection to correction, we consider the pro-
tection of ∣+〉 by tracking X errors and applying corrections in 
postprocessing. The correction relies on the final two MA only, con-
cluding even parity for equal measurement outcomes and odd parity 
for unequal. For this small-scale experiment, this strategy is equivalent 
to a decoder based on minimum-weight perfect matching (MWPM) 
(10, 35), justifying its use. Because our PFU strategy converts Y errors 

into Z errors, one expects a faster decay of 〈X ⊗ X〉 compared to the 
no-error conditioning; we observe υXX = 11.8 ± 1.0 rounds. Correc-
tion should lead to a constant 〈Z ⊗ Z〉. While 〈Z ⊗ Z〉 is clearly 
boosted, a weak decay to a steady state 〈Z ⊗ Z〉 = 0.73 ± 0.03 is also 
evident (Fig. 2D). As previously observed in (31), this degradation is 
the hallmark of leakage [see also (21, 24)]. We additionally compare 
the experimental results to simulations using a model that assumes 
ideal two-level systems (35) (no leakage) based on independently 
calibrated parameters of table S1 (fig. S8, A to D). At M = 1, the model 
and the experiment coincide for all correction strategies. At larger 
M, “first” and “final” correction strategies deviate substantially, consist-
ent with a gradual buildup of leakage, which we now turn our focus to.

Leakage detection using HMMs
Both ancilla and data-qubit leakage in our experiment can be in-
ferred from a string     → M    A   = ( M  A   [ m = 0 ] , … ,  M  A   [ m = M ] )  of mea-
surement outcomes. Leakage of QA to the second excited transmon 
state ∣2〉 produces MA = −1 because measurement does not discern it 
from ∣1〉. This leads to the pattern     → M    A   = (… − 1, − 1…)  until QA 
seeps back to ∣1〉 (coherently or by relaxation), as it is unaffected by 
subsequent /2 rotations (Fig. 3C). Leakage of a data qubit (Fig. 3B) 
leads to apparent repeated errors [signaled by     → M    A   = (… + 1, + 1, 
 − 1, − 1…) ], as the echo pulses only act on the unleaked qubit. This is 
equivalent to a pattern of repeated error signals in the data-qubit syn-
drome sD[m] ≔ MA[m] · MA[m − 2]—sD = (…, −1, −1, −1, …). (We 
call sD[m] = −1 an error signal as in the absence of noise sD[m] = +1, 
while the measurements MA[m] will still depend on the ZZ parity.)

Neither of the above patterns is entirely unique to leakage; each 
may also be produced by some combination of qubit errors. There-
fore, we cannot unambiguously diagnose an individual experimental 
run of corruption by leakage. However, given a set of ancilla mea-
surements MA[0], …, MA[m], the likelihood   L  comp,Q  (   → M    A  )  that qubit 
Q is in the computational subspace during the final parity checks is 
well defined. In this work, we infer   L  comp,Q  (   → M    A  )  by using an HMM 
(36), which treats the system as leaking out of and seeping back to the 
computational subspace in a stochastic fashion between each mea-
surement round (a leakage HMM in its simplest form is shown in 
Fig. 3A and further described in the “Hidden Markov models,” “HMMs 
for QEC experiments,” and “Simplest models for leakage discrimina-
tion” sections). This may be extended to scalable leakage detection (for 
the purposes of leakage mitigation) in a larger QEC code, by using a 
separate HMM for each data qubit and ancilla. To improve the validity 
of the HMMs, we extend their internal states to allow the modeling of 
additional noise processes in the experiments (detailed in the “Mod-
eling additional noise” and “HMMs used in Figs. 2 and 4” sections).

Before assessing the ability of our HMMs to improve fidelity in a 
leakage mitigation scheme, we first validate and benchmark them 
internally. A common method to validate the HMM’s ability to 
model the experiment is to compare statistics of the experimentally 
generated data to a simulated dataset generated by the model itself. 
As we are concerned only with the ability of the HMM to discrimi-
nate leakage,   L  comp,Q  (   → M    A  )  provides a natural metric for compari-
son. In Fig. 3 (D and E), we overlay histograms of 105 experimental 
and simulated experiments, binned according to   L  comp,Q  (   → M    A  ) , and 
observe excellent agreement. To further validate our model, we cal-
culate the Akaike information criterion (37)

  A(H ) = 2 n  p,H   − 2 log [ max   p  i  
    L({  → o  }∣H {  p  i  }) ]  (1)

R
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Fig. 2. Protecting entanglement from bit flips with repeated ZZ checks. (A) The 
quantum circuit of Fig. 1A extended with M rounds of repeated ZZ checks. (B) Fi-
delity to ∣+⟩ as a function of M. “No error” postselects the runs in which no bit flip 
is detected. “Final” applies PFU based on the last two outcomes (equivalent to 
MWPM). “First” uses the first parity outcome only. “Idling DD” are Bell states evolving 
under dynamical decoupling only (quantum circuit in fig. S4). (C) Corresponding 〈X ⊗ X〉. 
“Final” coincides with “First”. (D) Corresponding 〈Z ⊗ Z〉. The weak degradation ob-
served for “Final” is the hallmark of leakage. Curves in (B) to (D) are best fits of a 
simple exponential decay.
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where  L(  → o  ∣M)  is the likelihood of making the set of observations  {  → o  }  
given model H (maximized over all parameters pi in the model, as 
listed in Table  1), and np, M is the number of parameters pi. The 
number A(H) is rather meaningless by itself; we require a compari-
son model H(comp) for reference. Our model is preferred over the 
comparison model whenever A(H) > A(H(comp)). For comparison, 
we take the target HMM H, remove all parameters describing leak-
age, and re-optimize. We find the difference A(H) − A(H(comp)) = 
1.1 × 105 for the data-qubit HMM and 2.1 × 104 for the ancilla 
HMM, giving significant preference for the inclusion of leakage in 
both cases. [The added internal states beyond the simple two-state 
HMMs clearly improves the overlap in histograms (fig. S10, A and 

B). The added complexity is further justified by the Akaike informa-
tion criterion (see the Supplementary Materials).]

 The above validation suggests that we may assume that the ratio 
of actual leakage events at a given Lcomp,Q is well approximated by 
Lcomp,Q itself (which is true for the simulated data). Under this as-
sumption, we expose the HMM discrimination ability by plotting 
its receiver operating characteristic (ROC) (38). The ROC (Fig. 3F) 
is a parametric plot (sweeping a threshold   L comp,Q  th   ) of the true- 
positive rate (TPR; the fraction of leaked runs correctly identified) 
versus the false-positive rate (FPR; the fraction of unleaked runs 
wrongly identified). Random rejection follows the line y = x; the 
better the detection, the greater the upward shift. Both ROCs indicate 
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Fig. 3. Leakage detection and mitigation during repeated ZZ checks using HMMs. (A) Simplified HMM. In each round, a hidden state (leaked or unleaked) (top) is 
updated probabilistically (full arrows) and produces an observable MA (bottom) with state-dependent probabilities (dashed arrows). After training, the HMM can be used 
to assess the likelihood of states given a produced string     → M    A    of MA. (B) Example     → M    A    for a data-qubit leakage event (yellow markers), showing the characteristic pattern of 
repeated errors. (C) Example     → M    A    for QA leakage signaled by constant MA = −1. (D) Histograms of  1  0   5     → M    A    with M = 25, both obtained experimentally, and simulated by the 
HMM optimized to detect data-qubit leakage, binned according to the likelihood (Eqs. 9 and 10) of the data qubits being unleaked (as assessed from the trained HMM). 
HMM training suggests 5.6% total data-qubit leakage at M = 25 [calculated from Table 1 as the steady-state fraction pleak/(pleak + pseep)]. (E) Corresponding histograms 
using the HMM optimized for QA leakage. This HMM suggests 3.8% total QA leakage. (F) Receiver operating characteristics (ROCs) for the trained HMMs. (G) 〈Z ⊗ Z〉 after 
M ZZ checks and correction based on the final outcomes, without (same data as in Fig. 2D) and with leakage mitigation by postselection (TPR = 0.7).

Table 1. Values of error rates used in the various HMMs in this work. All values are obtained by optimizing the likelihood of observing the given syndrome 
data except for the ancilla leakage rate (denoted as *), which is directly obtained from the experiments (as noted in the main text). 

Error type HZZ-A HZZ-D HZZ,XX-A HZZ,XX-D

Leakage [pleak] 0.0040* 0.0064 0.0040* 0.0064

Seepage [pseep] 0.101 0.108 0.101 0.103

Data-qubit error [pdata] 0.042 0.050 0.045 0.030

During leakage [pdata,leaked] – 0.155 – 0.489

Y error (additional) [pdata,Y] – – – 0.014

Readout error [preadout] 0.011 0.004 0.027 0.014

Ancilla error [pancilla] 0.028 0.030 – 0.029

(MA [m − 1] = 1, MA [m] = 1) [panc,0,0] – – 0.001 –

(MA [m − 1] = 1, MA [m] = −1) [panc,0,1] – – 0.021 –

(MA [m − 1] = −1, MA [m] = 1) [panc,1,0] – – 0.044 –

(MA [m − 1] = −1, MA [m] = −1) [panc,1,1] – – 0.058 –

During leakage [pancilla,leaked] – 0.113 – –
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that most of the leakage (TPR = 0.7) can be efficiently removed with 
FPR ∼ 0.1. Individual mappings of TPR and FPR as a function 
of   L comp,Q  th    can be found in fig. S9 (A and B). Further rejection is 
more costly, which we attribute to these leakage events being shorter 
lived. This is because the shorter a leakage event, the more likely its 
signature is due to (a combination of) qubit errors. Fortunately, shorter 
leakage events are also less damaging. For instance, a leaked data qubit 
that seeps back within the same round may be indistinguishable from 
a relaxation event but also has the same effect on encoded logical in-
formation (15).

We now verify and externally benchmark our HMMs by their 
ability to improve 〈Z ⊗ Z〉 by rejecting data with a high probability 
of leakage. To do this, we set a threshold   L comp,Q  th    and reject experi-
mental runs whenever   L  comp,Q  (   → M    A   ) <  L comp,Q  th   . For both HMMs, we 
choose   L comp,Q  th    to achieve TPR = 0.7. With this choice, we observe a 
restoration of 〈Z ⊗ Z〉 to its first-round value across the entire curve 
(Fig. 3G), mildly reducing fpost to 0.82 (averaged over M). This resto-
ration from leakage is confirmed by the “final + HMM” data matching 
the no-leakage model results in fig. S8 (A to D). As low   L  comp,Q  (   → M    A  )  is 
also weakly correlated with qubit errors, the gain in 〈Z ⊗ Z〉 is partly 

due to false positives. Of the ∼ 0.13 increase at M = 25, we attribute 
0.07 to actual leakage (estimated from the ROCs). By comparison, 
the simple two-state HMM leads to a lower improvement while re-
jecting a larger part of the data (fig. S10G), ultimately justifying the 
increased HMM complexity in this particular experiment.

Protecting entanglement from general qubit errors 
and mitigation of leakage
We lastly demonstrate leakage mitigation in the more interesting 
scenario where ∣+〉 is protected from general qubit error by inter-
leaving ZZ and XX checks (28, 31). ZZ may be converted to XX by 
adding /2 y rotations on the data qubits simultaneous with those 
on QA. This requires that we change the definition of the syndrome 
to sD[m] = MA[m] · MA[m − 1] · MA[m − 2] · MA[m − 3], as we need 
to “undo” the interleaving of the ZZ and XX checks to detect errors. 
For an input state  ∣+ 0〉 = (∣0〉 + ∣1〉 ) /  √ 

_
 2   ⊗ ∣0〉 , a first pair of checks 

ideally projects the data qubits to one of the four Bell states with 
equal probability. Expanding the PFU to X and/or Z on QDH, we find 
F∣+〉 = 83.8 ± 0.8% (fig. S6). For subsequent rounds, the “final” strat-
egy now relies on the final three MA. We observe a decay toward a 
steady state F∣+〉 = 73.7 ± 0.9% (Fig. 4), consistent with previously 
observed leakage. We battle this decay by adapting the HMMs (de-
tailed in the “Modeling additional noise” and “HMMs used in Figs. 2 
and 4” sections). We find an improved ROC for QA leakage (fig. S7). 
For data-qubit leakage, however, the ROC is degraded. This is to be 
expected—when one data qubit is leaked in this experiment, the 
ancilla effectively performs interleaved Z and X measurements on 
the unleaked qubit. This leads to a signal of random noise P(sD[m] = 
−1) = 0.5, which is less distinguishable from unleaked experiments 
P(sD[m] = −1) ∼ 0 than the signal of a leaked data-qubit during the 
〈Z ⊗ Z〉-only experiment P(sD[m] = −1) ∼ 1. Thresholding to TPR = 
0.7 restores 〈X ⊗ X〉 and 〈Z ⊗ Z〉, leading to an almost constant F∣+〉 = 
82.8 ± 0.2% with fpost = 0.81 (averaged over M), as expected from 
the no-leakage model results in fig. S8 (E to H). In this experiment, the 
simple two-state HMMs perform almost identically compared to the 
complex HMM, achieving Bell-state fidelities within 2% while retain-
ing the same amount of data (fig. S10N).

DISCUSSION
This HMM demonstration provides exciting prospects for leakage 
detection and correction. In larger systems, independent HMMs can 
be dedicated to each qubit because leakage produces local error signals 
(16). An HMM for an ancilla only needs its measurement outcomes, 
while a data-qubit HMM only needs the outcomes of the nearest- 
neighbor ancillas (details in see the Supplementary Materials). There-
fore, the computational power grows linearly with the number of 
qubits, making the HMMs a small overhead when running parallel to 
MWPM. HMM outputs could be used as inputs to MWPM, allowing 
MWPM to dynamically adjust its weights. The outputs could also be 
used to trigger leakage reduction units (14–17) or qubit resets (39).

In summary, we have performed the first experimental investiga-
tion of leakage detection during repetitive parity checking, success-
fully protecting an entangled state from qubit errors and leakage in a 
circuit quantum electrodynamics processor. Future work will extend 
this protection to logical qubits, e.g., the 17-qubit surface code (35, 40). 
The low technical overhead and scalability of HMMs are attractive for 
performing leakage detection and correction in real time using the 
same parity outcomes as traditionally used to correct qubit errors only.

A

B

C

D

Repeat
PFU

R
� /2
y Tomo.

QDL

QA

QDH ZZ XX

Time (µs)

No error
Final + HMM
Final 
First

Randomization

Parity measurements, M

Fig. 4. Protecting entanglement from general qubit error and leakage. (A) Sim-
plified quantum circuit with preparation, repeated pairs of ZZ and XX checks, and 
data-qubit tomography. (B) Fidelity to ∣+⟩ as a function of M, extracted from the 
data-qubit tomography. “No error” postselects the runs in which no error is detected 
(postselected fraction in fig. S5). “Final” applies PFU based on the last three outcomes 
(equivalent to MWPM). “Final + HMM” includes mitigation of leakage. “First” uses only 
the first pair of parity outcomes. (C and D) Corresponding 〈X ⊗ X〉 and 〈Z ⊗ Z〉. Curves 
in (B) to (D) are best fits of a simple exponential decay.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Device
Our quantum processor (fig. S1) follows a three-qubit–frequency 
extensible layout with nearest-neighbor interactions that is designed 
for the surface code (41). Our chip contains low- and high-frequency 
data qubits (QDL and QDH) and an intermediate-frequency ancilla 
(QA). SQ gates around axes in the equatorial plane of the Bloch sphere 
are performed via a dedicated microwave drive line for each qubit. 
Two-qubit interactions between nearest neighbors are mediated by 
a dedicated bus resonator (extensible to four per qubit) and controlled 
by individual tuning of qubit transition frequencies via dedicated flux- 
bias lines (42). For measurement, each qubit is dispersively coupled to 
a dedicated RR, which is itself connected to a common feedline via a 
dedicated PR. The RR-PR pairs allow frequency- multiplexed read-
out of selected qubits with negligible backaction on untargeted 
qubits (8).

Hidden Markov models
HMMs provide an efficient tool for indirect inference of the state 
of a system given a set of output data (36). An HMM describes a 
time- dependent system as evolving between a set of Nh hidden states 
{h} and returning one of No outputs {o} at each timestep m. The 
evolution is stochastic: the system state H[m] of the system at time-
step m depends probabilistically on the state H[m − 1] at the previ-
ous timestep, with probabilities determined by a Nh × Nh transition 
matrix A

   A  h,h   = P(H [ m ] = h∣H [ m − 1 ] = h′)  (2)

The user cannot directly observe the system state and must infer 
it from the outputs O[m] ∈ {o} at each timestep m. This output is also 
stochastic: O[m] depends on H[m] as determined by a No × Nh out-
put matrix B

   B  o,h   = P(O [ m ] = o∣H [ m ] = h)  (3)

If the A and B matrices are known, along with the expected dis-
tribution     →     (prior)  [ 0]  of the system state over the Nh possibilities

    h  (prior)  [ 1 ] = P(H [ 1 ] = h)  (4)

one may simulate the experiment by generating data according to the 
above rules. Moreover, given a vector    → o    of observations, we may cal-
culate the distribution    →   [m]  over the possible states at a later time m

    h  (post)  [ m ] = P(H [ m ] = h∣O [ 1 ] =  o  1  , … , O [ m ] =  o  m  )  (5)

by interleaving rounds of Markovian evolution

    h  (prior)  [ m ] ≔ P(H [ m ] = n∣O [ 1 ] =  o  1  , … , O [ m − 1 ] =  o  m−1  )  (6)

  =  ∑ h′      A  h,h′     h′  
(post)  [ m − 1]  (7)

and Bayesian update

    h  (post)  [ m ] =   
 B   o  m  ,h     h  (prior)  [ m]

  ────────────  
 ∑ h′      B   o  m  ,h′     h′  

(prior)  [ m]
    (8)

HMMs for QEC experiments
To maximize the discrimination ability of HMMs in the various set-
tings studied in this work, we choose different quantities to use for 
our output vectors    → o   . In all experiments in this work, the signature of 
a leaked ancilla is repeated MA[m] = −1, and so, we choose    → o   =    → M    A   . 
By contrast, the signature of leaked data qubits in both experiments 
may be seen as an increased error rate in their corresponding syn-
dromes    →  s  D    , and we choose    → o   =   →  s  D     for the corresponding HMMs.

One may predict the computational likelihood for data-qubit (D) 
leakage at timestep M in the ZZ-check experiment given    →  (M) . In par-
ticular, once we have declared which states h correspond to leakage, 
we may write

   L  comp,D   =   ∑ 
h unleaked

      h  (post)  [ M]  (9)

However, in the repeated ZZ-check experiment, the ancilla (A) 
needs to be within the computational subspace for two rounds to per-
form a correct parity measurement. Therefore, the computational 
likelihood is slightly more complicated to calculate

   L  comp,A   [ M ] =   
 ∑ h,h′ unleaked      B   o  m  ,h    A  h,h′     h′  

(post)  [ M − 1]
   ─────────────────────   

 ∑ h,h′      B   o  m  ,h    A  h,h′     h′  
(post)  [ M − 1]

    (10)

In the interleaved ZZ- and XX-check experiment, the situation is 
more complicated as we require data from the final two parity 
checks to fully characterize the quantum state. This implies that we 
need unleaked data qubits for the last two rounds and unleaked an-
cillas for the last three. The likelihood of the latter may be calculated 
by similar means to the above.

Simplest models for leakage discrimination
One need not capture the full dynamics of the quantum system in an 
HMM to infer whether a qubit is leaked. This is of critical importance 
if we wish to extend this method for the purposes of leakage mitigation 
in a large QEC code (as we discuss in the Supplementary Materials). 
The simplest possible HMM (Fig. 3A) has two hidden states: H[m] = 1 
if the qubit(s) in question are within the computational subspace and 
H[m] = 2 if QA (or either data qubit) is leaked. The labels 1 and 2 are 
arbitrary here and explicitly have no correlation with the qubit states ∣1⟩ 
and ∣2⟩. Then, the 2 × 2 transition matrix simply captures the leakage 
and seepage rates of the system in question

   A =  (   1  0  0  1  )   +  p  leak   (   − 1  0  1  0  )   +  p  seep   (   0  1  0  − 1  )     (11)

The 2 × 2 output matrices then capture the different probabili-
ties of seeing output O[m] = 0 or O[m] = 1 when the qubit(s) are 
leaked or unleaked

   B =  (   1  0  0  1  )   +  p  0,1   (   − 1  0  1  0  )   +  p  1,0   (   0  1  0  − 1  )     (12)

When studying data-qubit leakage, p0,1 simply captures the rate of 
errors within the computational subspace. Then, in the repeated ZZ- 
check experiment, p1,0 captures events such as ancilla or measurement 
errors that cancel the error signal of a leakage event. However, in the 
interleaved ZZ and XX experiments, a leaked qubit causes the syn-
drome to be random, so we expect p1,0 ∼ 0.5. When studying ancilla 
leakage, p1,0 is simply the probability of ∣2⟩ state being read out as ∣0⟩ 
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and is also expected to be close to 0. However, p0,1 ∼ 0.5, as we do not 
reset QA or the logical state between rounds of measurement, and 
thus, any measurement in isolation is roughly equally likely to be 0 
or 1. In all situations, we assume that the system begins in the compu-
tational subspace—n(0) = n,0. With this fixed, we may choose the 
parameters pleak, pseep, p0,1, and p1,0 to maximize the likelihood  L({  → o  })  
of observing the recorded experimental data {o}. Note that  L({  → o  })  is 
not the computational likelihood Lcomp,Q.

Modeling additional noise
The simple model described above does not completely capture all 
of the details of the stabilizer measurements     → M    A   . For example, the 
data-qubit HMM will overestimate the leakage likelihood when an 
ancilla error occurs, as this gives a signal with a time correlation that 
is unaccounted for. As the signature of a leakage event in a fully fault- 
tolerant code will be large (see the Supplementary Materials), we ex-
pect these details to not significantly hinder the simple HMM in a 
large-scale QEC simulation. However, this lack of accuracy makes 
evaluating HMM performance somewhat difficult, as internal metrics 
may not be so trustworthy. We also risk overestimating the HMM 
performance in our experiment, as our only external metrics for suc-
cess (e.g., fidelity) do just as poorly when errors occur near the end 
of the experiment as they do when leakage occurs. Therefore, we ex-
tend the set of hidden states in the HMMs to account for ancilla and 
measurement errors and to allow the ancilla HMM to keep track of 
the stabilizer state. To attach physical relevance to the states in our 
Markovian model, and to limit ourselves to the noise processes that 
we expect to be present in the system, we generalize Eqs. 11 and 12 to 
a linearly parametrized model

  A =  A  0   +  ∑ 
err

      p  err    D err  
(A) , B =  B  0   +  ∑ 

err
      p  err    D err  

(B)   (13)

Here, we choose the matrices   D i  
(A)   and   D i  

(B)   such that the error 
rates   p i  

(A) ,  p i  
(B)   correspond to known physical processes. [We add 

the superscripts (A) and (B) here to the D matrices to emphasize 
that each error channel only appears in one of the two above 
equations.]

The error generators D(A) and D(B) may be identified as derivatives 
of A with respect to these error rates

   D i  
(A)  =   ∂ A ─ 

∂  p i  
(A) 

  ,  D i  
(B)  =   ∂ B ─ 

∂  p i  
(B) 

    (14)

This may be extended to calculate derivatives of the likelihood 
 L({  → o  })  (or more practically, the log-likelihood) with respect to the 
various parameters pi. This allows us to obtain the maximum likeli-
hood model within our parametrization via gradient descent methods 
[in particular the Newton-Conjugate Gradient (CG) method] in-
stead of resorting to more complicated optimization algorithms 
such as the Baum-Welch algorithm (36). All models were averaged 
over between 10 and 20 optimizations using the Newton-CG meth-
od in SciPy (43), calculating likelihoods, gradients, and Hessians 
over 10,000 to 20,000 experiments per iteration and rejecting any 
failed optimizations. As the signal of ancilla leakage is identical to 
the signal for even ZZ and XX parities with ancilla in ∣1⟩ and no 
errors, we find that the optimization is unable to accurately esti-
mate the ancilla leakage rate, and so, we fix this in accordance with 
independent calibration to 0.0040 per round using averaged homo-

dyne detection of ∣2⟩ (making use of a slightly different homodyne 
voltage for ∣1⟩ and ∣2⟩).

HMMs used in Figs. 2 and 4
Different Markov models (with independently optimized parameters) 
were used to optimize ancilla and data-qubit leakage estimation for 
both the ZZ experiment and the experiment interleaving ZZ and XX 
checks. This leads to a total of four HMMs, which we label HZZ-D, 
HZZ-A, HZZ, XX-D, and HZZ, XX-A. A complete list of parameter values 
used in each HMM is given in Table 1. We now describe the features 
captured by each HMM. As we show in the Supplementary Materials, 
these additional features are not needed to increase the error mitiga-
tion performance of the HMMs but rather to ensure their closeness 
to the experiment and increase trust in their internal metrics.

To go beyond the simple HMM in the ZZ-check experiment when 
modeling data-qubit leakage (HZZ-D), we need to include additional 
states to account for the correlated signals of ancilla and readout errors. 
If we assume data-qubit errors (that remain within the logical sub-
space) are uncorrelated in time, then they are already well captured 
in the simple model. This is because any single error on a data qubit 
may be decomposed into a combination of Z errors (which com-
mute with the measurement and thus are not detected) and X errors 
(which anticommute with the measurement and thus produce a 
single error signal sD[m] = 1) and is thus captured by the p0,1 param-
eter. When one of the data qubits is leaked, uncorrelated X errors on 
the other data qubit cancel the constant sD[m] = −1 signal for a 
single round and are thus captured by the p1,0 parameter. However, 
errors on the ancilla, and readout errors, give error signals that are 
correlated in time (separated by one or two timesteps, respectively). 
This may be accounted for by including extra “ancilla error states.” 
These may be most easily labeled by making the h labels a tuple h = 
(h0, h1), where h0 keeps track of whether or not the qubit is leaked, 
and h1 = 1,2,3 keeps track of whether or not a correlated error has 
occurred. In particular, we encode the future syndrome for 2 cycles 
in the absence of error on h1, allowing us to account for any correla-
tions up to two rounds in the future. This extends the model to a 
total of 4 × 2 = 8 states. The transition and output matrices in the 
absence of error for the unleaked h0 = 0 states may then be written 
in a compact form (noting that leakage errors cancel out with cor-
related ancilla and readout errors to give sD[m] = +1)

   [ A  0  ]  ( h  0  , h  1  //2),( h  0  , h  1  )   = 1,  [ B  0  ]  − 1    h  0  + h  1   ,( h  0  , h  1  )   = 1  (15)

where the double slash // refers to integer division.
Let us briefly demonstrate how the above works for an ancilla 

error in the system. Suppose the system was in the state h = (0,3) at 
time m, it would output MA[m] = −1 and then evolve to h = (0,3//2) = 
(0,1) at time m + 1 (in the absence of additional error). Then, it would 
output a second error signal [MA[m + 1] = −1] and lastly decay back 
to the h = (0,1//2) = (0,0) state. This gives the HMM the ability to 
model the ancilla error as an evolution from h = (0,0) to h(0,3). For-
mally, we assign the matrix   D ancilla  

(A)    to this error process, and follow-
ing this argument, we have

   [ D ancilla  
(A)  ]  

(0,0),(0,0)
   = − 1,  [ D ancilla  

(A)  ]  
(0,3),(0,0)

   = 1  (16)

The corresponding error rate pancilla is then an additional free pa-
rameter to be optimized to maximize the likelihood. To finish the 
characterization of this error channel, we need to consider the effect 
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of the ancilla error in states other than h = (0,0). Two ancilla errors 
in the same timestep cancel, but two ancilla errors in subsequent 
timesteps will cause the signature sD = …, −1, +1, −1, …. This may 
be captured by an evolution from h = (0,2) to h = (0,3) [instead of 
h = (0,1)], which implies that we should set

   [ D ancilla  
(A)  ]  

(0,1),(0,3)
   = − 1,  [ D ancilla  

(A)  ]  
(0,2),(0,3)

   = 1  (17)

[Note that A0 already captures a decay from h = (0,2) → (0,1) → 
(0,0), which will give the desired signal.] We note that this also 
matches the signature of readout error, which can then be captured 
by a separate error channel   D readout  

(A)    which increases this correlation

   [ D readout  
(A)  ]  

(0,1),(0,2)
   = − 1,  [ D readout  

(A)  ]  
(0,3),(0,2)

   = 1  (18)

One can then check that ancilla errors in h = (0,3) should cause 
the system to remain in h = (0,3) and that ancilla or readout errors 
in h = (0,1) should evolve the system to h = (0,2). We note that this 
model cannot account for the sD = … −1, +1, +1, +1, −1 signature of 
readout error at time m and m + 2, but adjusting the model to 
include this has negligible effect.

An ancilla error in the ZZ-check experiment when the data qubits 
are leaked has the same correlated behavior as when they are not 
but may occur at a different rate. This requires that we define a new 
matrix   D ancilla,leaked  (A)    by

   [ D ancilla,leaked  (A)  ]  
(1,j),(1,k)

   =  [ D ancilla  
(A)  ]  

(0,j),(0,k)
    (19)

with a separate error rate pancilla,leaked. As we do not expect the read-
out of the ancilla to be significantly affected by whether the data 
qubit is leaked, we do not add an extra parameter to account for this 
behavior and instead simply set

   [ D readout  
(A)  ]  

(1,j),(1,k)
   =  [ D readout  

(A)  ]  
(0,j),(0,k)

    (20)

We also assume that leakage pleak and seepage pseep rates are inde-
pendent of these correlated errors (i.e.,   [ D leak  (A)  ]  

(0,j),(0,k)
  ,  [ D seep  (A)  ]  (1,j),(1,k)   ] ∈  

{0, − 1} ). We then assume that the first measurement made following 
a leakage/seepage event is just as likely to have an additional error 
[corresponding to an evolution to (h0,1)] or not [corresponding to 
an evolution to (h0,0)]. We lastly account for data-qubit error in the 
output matrices in the same way as in the simple model but with 
different error rates pdata,leaked for the leaked states (1, h1) and pdata 
for the unleaked states (0, h1).

There are a few key differences between the interleaved ZZ-XX 
and ZZ experiments that need to be captured in the data-qubit HMM 
HZZ,XX-D. First, as the syndrome is now given by sD[m] = MA[m] · 
MA[m − 1] · MA[m − 2] · MA[m − 3], ancilla and classical readout errors 
can then generate a signal stretching up to four steps in time. This 
implies that we require 24 possibilities for h1 to keep track of all cor-
relations. However, as a leaked data qubit makes ancilla output ran-
dom in principle, we no longer need to keep track of the ancilla output 
upon leakage. This implies that we can accurately model the exper-
iment with 16 + 1 = 17 states, which we can label by h ∈ {2, (1, h1)}. 
The A0 and B0 matrices in the unleaked states (1, h1) follow Eq. 15, 

anwd we fix [A0]2,2 = 1 (as in the absence of pseep, a leaked state 
stays leaked). However, we allow for some bias in the leaked state 
error rate—B−1,2 = pdata,leaked is not fixed to 0.5. For example, this 
accounts for a measurement bias toward a single state, which will re-
duce the error rate below 0.5. The nonzero elements in the matrices 
  D ancilla  

(A)    and   D readout  
(A)    may be written

   [ D ancilla  
(A)  ]  

(1, h  1  //2),(1, h  1  )
   = − 1,  [ D ancilla  

(A)  ]  
(1, h  1  //2⊕5)

   = 1  (21)

   [ D readout  
(A)  ]  

(1, h  1  //2),(1, h  1  )
   = − 1,  [ D readout  

(A)  ]  
(1, h  1  //2⊕15)

   = 1  (22)

Here, a ⊕ b refers to the addition of each binary digit of a and b 
modulo 2. We may use this formalism to additionally keep track of 
Y data-qubit errors, which show up as correlated errors on subse-
quent XX and ZZ stabilizer checks, by introducing a new error 
channel

   [ D data,Y  (A)  ]  
(1, h  1  //2),(1, h  1  )

   = − 1,  [ D data,Y  (A)  ]  
(1, h  1  //2⊕3)

   = 1  (23)

with a corresponding error rate pdata,Y. As before, we assume that 
leakage occurs at a rate pleak independently of h1 and that seepage 
takes the system either to the state with either no error signal h = (1,0) 
or one error signal h = (0,1) with a rate pseep.

As the output used for the HZZ-A HMM is the pure measurement 
outcome MA, the dominant signal that must be accounted for is that 
of the stabilizer ZZ itself. This causes either a constant signal MA[m] = 
MA[m − 1] or a constant flipping signal MA[m] = −MA[m − 1]. This 
cannot be accounted for in the simple HMM, as it cannot contain any 
history in a single unleaked state. To deal with this, we extend the set 
of states in the HZZ-A HMM to include both an estimate of the ancilla 
state a ∈ {0,1,2} at the point of measurement and the stabilizer state 
s ∈ {0,1} and label the states by the tuple (a, s). The ancilla state then 
immediately defines the device output in the absence of any error

   [ B  0  ]  1,(0,s)   =  [ B  0  ]  −1,(1,s)   =  [ B  0  ]  −1,(2,s)   = 1  (24)

while the stabilizer state defines the transitions in the absence of any 
error or leakage

   [ A  0  ]  (a+smod2,s)(a,s)   = 1ifa < 2,  [ A  0  ]  (2,s),(2,s)   = 1  (25)

The only thing that affects the output matrices is readout error

   [ D readout  
(B)  ]  

1,(0,s)
   =  [ D readout  

(B)  ]  
−1,(1,s)

   =  [ D readout  
(B)  ]  

−1,(2,s)
   = − 1  (26)

   [ D readout  
(B)  ]  

−1,(0,s)
   =  [ D readout  

(B)  ]  
1,(1,s)

   =  [ D readout  
(B)  ]  

1,(2,s)
   = 1  (27)

Data-qubit errors flip the stabilizer with probability pdata

   [ D data  
(A)  ]  

(a,s),(a′,s)
   = −  [ A  0  ]  (a,s),(a′,s)  ,  [ D data  

(A)  ]  
(a,s),(a′,1−s)

   =  [ A  0  ]  (a,s),(a′,s)     
  (28)

Ancilla errors flip the ancilla with probability pancilla, but these 
are dominated by T1 decay and so are highly asymmetric. To ac-
count for this, we used different error rates panc,a,a′ for the four 
possible combinations of ancilla measurement at time m − 1 and 
expected ancilla measurement at time m
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   [ D anc,a,a′  
(A)  ]  

(a,s)(a′,s)
   = −  [ A  0  ]  (a,s),(a′,s)  ,  

[ D anc,a,a′  
(A)  ]  

(a+1 mod 2,s)(a′,s)
   = −  [ A  0  ]  (a,s),(a′,s)    (29)

(Note that this asymmetry could not be accounted for in the data- 
qubit HMM as the state of the ancilla was not contained within the 
output vector.) As with the data-qubit HMMs, we assume that ancilla 
leakage is HMM state independent, as it is dominated by CZ gates 
during the time that the ancilla is either in ∣+⟩ or ∣−⟩. We also assume 
that leakage (with rate pleak) and seepage (with rate pseep) have equal 
chances to flip the stabilizer state, as ancilla leakage has a good chance 
to cause additional error on the data qubits.

The ancilla-qubit HMMs need little adjustment between the ZZ-
check experiment and the experiment interleaving ZZ and XX checks. 
The HZZ,XX-A HMM behaves almost identically to the HZZ-A HMM, 
but we include in the state information on the XX stabilizer and the 
ZZ stabilizer. This leaves the states indexed as (a, s1, s2). The HMM 
needs to also keep track of which stabilizer is being measured. This 
may be achieved by shuffling the stabilizer labels at each timestep: 
For a = 0,1, we set

   [ A  0  ]  (a+ s  1   mod 2, s  2  , s  1  )(a, s  1  , s  2  )   = 1  (30)

Other than this, the HMM follows the same equations as above 
(with the additional index added as expected).

Uncertainty calculations
All quoted uncertainties are an estimation of SEM. SEMs for the 
independent device characterizations (see the “Generating entan-
glement by measurement” section and table S1) are either ob-
tained from at least three individually fitted repeated experiments 
(  T  2  echo  , T1,   T 2  *   , , ea, ea,ZZ) or in the case that the quantitiy is only 
measured once (eSQ, eCZ, L1), the SEM is estimated from least-squares 
fitting by the LmFit fitting module using the covariance matrix (44).

SEMs in the first-round Bell-state fidelities (Fig. 1 and fig. S6 and 
see the “Generating entanglement by measurement,” “Protecting en-
tanglement from bit flips and the observation of leakage,” “Leakage 
detection using HMMs,” and “Protecting entanglement from gen-
eral qubit errors and mitigation of leakage” sections) are obtained 
through bootstrapping. For bootstrapping, a dataset (in total 4096 
runs with each 36 tomographic elements and 28 calibration points) is 
subdivided into four subsets, and tomography is performed on each 
of these subsets individually. As verification, subdivision was per-
formed with eight subsets leading to similar SEMs. SEMs in the mul-
tiround experiment parameters (steady-state fidelities and decay 
constants) are also estimated from least-squares fitting by the LmFit 
fitting module using the covariance matrix (see the “Protecting en-
tanglement from bit flips and the observation of leakage,” “Leakage 
detection using HMMs,” and “Protecting entanglement from general 
qubit errors and mitigation of leakage” sections) (44).

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/
content/full/6/12/eaay3050/DC1
Supplementary Materials and Methods
Supplementary Text
Fig. S1. Quantum processor.
Fig. S2. Complete wiring diagram of electronic components inside and outside the 3He/4He 
dilution refrigerator (Leiden Cryogenics CF-CS81).

Fig. S3. Study of data-qubit coherence and phase accrual during ancilla measurement.
Fig. S4. Quantum circuit for Bell-state idling experiments under dynamical decoupling.
Fig. S5. Postselected fractions for the “no error” conditioning in Figs. 2 and 4.
Fig. S6. Generating entanglement by sequential ZZ and XX parity measurements and PFU.
Fig. S7. ROCs for mitigation of data-qubit and ancilla leakage during interleaved ZZ and XX checks.
Fig. S8. Comparison of experimental data and no-leakage modeling of the repeated parity 
check experiments of Figs. 2 and 4.
Fig. S9. Leakage mitigation for the repeated parity check experiments as a function of the 
chosen threshold.
Fig. S10. Leakage mitigation for the simple, two-state HMMs for repeated parity check 
experiments as a function of the chosen threshold.
Fig. S11. ROCs for leakage mitigation as in fig. S7 but using simple two-state HMMs.
Table S1. Measured parameters of the three-transmon device.
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